Meet The Team

SharkTastics!
The Spanish River High School Sharktastics are a group of young, talented, hardworking individuals. Located in Boca Raton Florida, the Sharktastics meet after school several times a week and work on creating an ROV that meets the needs of the mission course and the obstacle course. Each member of the team has a STEM background with most being a part of the school’s biotechnology academy. The team has members of all ages, from freshmen to seniors. Ultimately, the goal of the Sharktastics is to have fun learning and assembling their ROV.
Logo and ROV
Group Experience

Our group is competing in the High School Stock Class. Our group has competed together for the last two years. This will be the first time our group is competing at internationals. Our SeaPerch is unique because it has taken multiple iterations through all of the competitions to streamline our ROV. Our biggest takeaway this season is that you need to push through and persevere no matter what.